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Abstract: Recent research claims that “powerful”
nation-states may be hegemonic over significant web
traffic of “underserved” nations (e.g., Brazil and India).
Such traffic may be surveilled when transiting (or ending in) these powerful nations. On the other hand, content distribution networks (CDNs) are designed to bring
web content closer to end-users. Thus it is natural to ask
whether CDNs have led to the localization of Internet
traffic within the country’s boundary, challenging the
notion of nation-state hegemony.
Further, such traffic localization may inadvertently enhance a country’s ability to coerce content providers
to censor (or monitor) access within its boundary. On
top of that, the obvious solution, i.e., anti-censorship
approaches, may sadly face a new dilemma. Traditional ones, relying on proxies, are easily discoverable. Whereas newer ones (e.g., Decoy Routing, CacheBrowser, Domain Fronting and CovertCast etc.) might
not work as they require accessing web content hosted
outside the censors’ boundary. We thus quantitatively
analyzed the impact of web content localization on various anti-censorship systems.
Such analysis requires geolocating the websites. Thus
we adapted a multilateration method, Constraint Based
Geolocation (CBG), with additional heuristics. We call
it as Region Specific CBG (R-CBG). In more than 89%
cases, R-CBG correctly classifies hosts as inside (or outside) w.r.t. a nation. Our empirical study, involving five
countries, shows that the majority (61%−92%) of popular country-specific websites are hosted within a client’s
own country. Further, additional heuristics classify the
majority of them to be on CDNs.
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1 Introduction
The Internet consists of more than 50,000 ASes that
interact with one another through commercial business
contracts (as customers, peers, or providers [39, 56]). In
such arrangements, customer AS pays to a provider AS
for Internet connectivity. Therefore, network researchers
view the Internet as having a hierarchy i.e., a few ASes
appear in a very large fraction of network paths [22, 41].
These few ASes are headquartered in only a handful of “powerful” countries (e.g., the US) [18]. It is believed that since these countries intercept a large fraction of network paths, they may be hegemonic over traffic originating from “underserved” countries. They likely
surveil [33] (or censor [53]) transitory (or terminal) flows
originating from these “underserved” countries. For instance, previous researchers [33] claimed that 95% of
the Internet paths to Alexa top-1k websites originating
from “undeserved” countries like India, either transit or
end in “powerful” countries like US. Such observations
hold good only if the client’s Internet traffic crosses its
national border.
However, popular web services rely on CDN infrastructure that ensures necessary redundancy (e.g.,
Google Global Cache [8]) for providing high availability and performance [84]. Due to proliferation of CDNs,
a country’s traffic to popular destinations might not exit
the country’s boundary. This may challenge the claim
that powerful nation states have a hegemony over the
transitory (or terminal) Internet traffic. But, this may
also inadvertently strengthen the ability of dictatorial
regimes to coerce content providers for regulating web
access within their boundaries [31, 85]. Hence, in this research, we answer questions like — are popular websites
hosted within the same country as that of the client?
If the websites are hosted within the countries, unhindered web access using anti-censorship systems requires even more attention than earlier. Traditionally,
such systems have been relying on publicly accessible
proxies. But eventually adversaries discover such proxies and add them to their access blacklist. Recent attempts to disrupt this dynamic include Decoy Routing
[44, 48, 80, 81], Cache Browser [43], Domain Fronting
[37], CovertCast [60] etc. Unlike regular proxies, these
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approaches rely on web content hosted outside the censor’s boundary. Thus, we also answer questions like —
can newer anti-censorship systems seamlessly work even
in the presence of CDNs?
Addressing such concerns requires identifying if
popular websites (e.g., country specific Alexa top-1k)
are located within a country’s geographic boundary.
Thus, we began by employing Constraint Based Geolocation (CBG) [42], a multilateration technique to geolocate Internet hosts. The process involves estimating the
position of a target host using distance measurements
from sufficient number of fixed reference points. These
distances are estimated from RTTs between reference
nodes and target hosts.
However, similar to others [76], we noted gross inaccuracies in CBG’s geolocation — about 4000-5000
kms. Such errors often arise when the reference nodes
and target hosts are far apart (at times even in different countries) [76]. We thus augment CBG, with additional heuristics, by selecting the reference nodes in
the country under consideration and assuming that the
target host also lies within the same country. It then
predicts whether a host is located inside (or outside)
the country, using the proposed heuristics. We call this
Region specific CBG (R-CBG). For five countries under consideration viz., India (IN), Iran (IR), Saudi Arabia (SA), Brazil (BR) and United States (US), R-CBG
achieved more than 89% accuracy (for each) when tested
against the ground truth (domiciles of RIPE nodes obtained from RIPE Atlas project [14]). Thereafter, we
used R-CBG to geolocate Alexa top-1k websites. RCBG reports 61% − 92% of country specific Alexa top1k websites to be located in the same country as of
the client. Moreover, we repeated our experiments for
five consecutive months by selecting monthly snapshots
of Alexa top-1k websites. We observed a similar trend
i.e., websites hosted inside (or outside) within the given
country remained almost the same. This confirms that
web traffic generated by clients often terminates within
their countries’ boundaries and web content is served to
clients from caches located within their own country.
This traffic localization may inadvertently impact
newer anti-censorship solutions. For instance, recent solutions (like Decoy Routing, CacheBrowser etc.) rely on
web requests to popular (unfiltered) sites hosted outside
the censors’ boundary. Our measurements indicate that
these solutions may also be severely impacted, as majority of country specific Alexa top-1k sites are hosted
within the client’s country. Furthermore, our heuristics
reveal that, these sites either use anycast IPs or are
hosted on non-CDN infrastructure.
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Interestingly, we find that RTT by itself can be used
to determine if a host is located inside a country or not.
For targets outside a country, RTT is often greater than
a threshold (and vice versa). We use this threshold to
determine the relative position (w.r.t a country) of less
popular sites (ranked above Alexa top-1k). The following is the summary for our research efforts and findings:
–

–

–

–

We quantify what fraction of country specific Alexa
top-1k websites are located within the same country
as that of client, for Saudi Arabia (SA), India (IN),
Iran (IR), Brazil (BR) and United States (US). This
involved using R-CBG, a heuristic driven multilateration technique, that compensates for location estimation errors. In more than 89% of the cases RCBG accurately judges if a target is hosted in a
particular country or not.
For countries under consideration, R-CBG reports
61% − 92% of country specific Alexa top-1k websites
to be located in the same country as of the client.
This has two major implications:
– Challenging the earlier claims [33], that a few
“powerful” countries may observe majority of
transitory (or terminal) Internet traffic, particularly those that originate from “underserved”
countries. Due to the presence of CDN frontends, traffic originating from countries under
test, does not exit their respective boundaries.
(Note: We acknowledge that powerful countries
(where the CDNs are headquartered) might coerce the CDN providers to fetch data of clients
(residing in other countries), from globally distributed CDN front-ends. We consider this beyond the scope of this paper.)
– Hindrance towards adoptions of anti-censorship
solutions (e.g., Decoy Routing etc.) which rely
on popular web content, and require the traffic
to leave the censor’s boundary.
For all five countries under consideration, we identify the type of CDN a website is using (anycast [30]
or DNS based [78]). We find that a large fraction of
country specific Alexa top-1k websites use anycast
CDNs (rather than DNS based). E.g., in US, 59% of
the Alexa websites use anycast CDNs, 19% use DNS
CDN and remaining 22% were hosted on non-CDN
infrastructure.
We observe that, by and large, RTT may itself be
sufficient for identifying whether a website is located
inside the country or not. Our results reveal a clear
distinction in RTT for websites that are hosted inside, versus those that are not. E.g., in Iran for
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> 99% of the websites which were located inside, we
observe RTT < 30 ms. Whereas, majority of those
which were located outside had RTT > 100 ms. We
further use RTT to classify 25k websites (Alexa top5k for each of the five countries) as inside or outside.

2 Relevant Research
2.1 Proliferation of CDNs
Content Distribution Network (CDN) is a distributed
architecture, that relies on replica servers to minimize
end-users’ access latency. It acts as an intermediary between the content publishers (site owners) and the endusers. Thus, it caches content at its edge servers (called
front-ends [36]).
In general, there are two types of CDNs — anycast and DNS based CDNs [26, 30]. In anycast based
CDNs [30] (e.g., Cloudflare), a single IP address is announced through multiple BGP advertisements, often
from different geographic locations. A client’s web request is directed to the closest possible front-end, based
on BGP policies of the client’s ISP. However, in DNS
based CDNs [78] (like Akamai), same website is resolved
to different IP addresses, depending on the client’s location. Whenever a client initiates a DNS query for a
website, the resolver responds with an IP address which
is (likely) closest to it. In general, DNS based CDNs
maintain a separate mapping system to direct clients to
their nearest front-ends.
In 2011 Ager et al. [19] conducted a measurement
study to identify the extent of web content replication across different parts of the globe. They resolved
Alexa popular websites, but (i) considered only DNS
based CDNs in their study and (ii) relied on Maxmind
database for geolocating the IP addresses which are
known to be erroneous [40]. They reported that, at least
46% of the popular domains were served from North
America, 20% from Europe and 18% from Asia; the
other three continents viz., Africa, Oceania and South
America did not serve much of the content. Additionally, when content was requested from North America
58.2% of the content was served from the same continent, while this number was only 26% for Asia.
To further study the proliferation of CDNs, many
researchers focused on mapping the complex ecosystem
of individual CDNs. For example, in 2013, Calder et
al. [25] reported that Google had front-ends in over 100
countries and 768 ASes. Böttger et al. [24] studied Open
Connect, the CDN owned by Netflix. Authors reported
that IXPs play a vital role in large-scale content delivery
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for Open Connect’s world-wide customer base. Further,
global CDNs have partnered with local CDNs of China
to cater to their growing user base [82].
In 2018, Yeganeh et al. [84] studied the NetFlow
data of a stub AS to understand the “locality of Internet
traffic”. They assumed RTT as distance metric for locality. Websites with low RTT were considered closer than
those with higher. They reported that 90% of the traffic
for the top 13 content providers was delivered within a
60 ms RTT. Their results indicate that attempts made
by different CDNs to bring content closer to the edge of
the network are probably successful.
However, Scott et al. [69] took a different direction,
rather than mapping a specific CDN, authors present
a joint analysis of CDNs and Internet censorship. They
reported that 20% of the Alexa top-10K websites were
using CDNs and found 4,819 instances of ISP level DNS
hijacking in 117 countries for the same.

2.2 Anti-Censorship Approaches
Free and open communication over the Internet, and
its censorship, is a widely debated topic. There are
numerous evidences of large scale Internet censorship
[20, 27, 35, 66, 83] by various regimes. Thus, censorship
circumvention systems have been devised [50, 73, 74].
Traditional systems rely on proxies; however their IP
addresses are eventually discovered and blacklisted.
Systems like Decoy Routing, Cache Browser etc. are
designed to avoid being discovered. All these approaches
do not have any trivially identifiable protocol signatures
(e.g., already known IP addresses). Rather, they primarily rely on web content hosted outside the adversaries’
control. We now briefly explain them.
Decoy Routing [34, 44, 48, 70, 80, 81] employs routers
(rather than end hosts) as proxies. Web requests carrying steganographic tags, sent to an apparent “overt”
destination, are en route intercepted by the Decoy
Router (DR) hosted beyond the censor’s control. Based
on the signatures, the DR identifies the packets and diverts them towards the intended “covert” destination.
DR requires the “overt” destination to be an unfiltered
site, positioned outside the censor’s control. This assumption may not always hold true if such sites are
hosted on CDNs, located inside censored countries. The
decoy routed packets may never reach the DR.
CacheBrowser [43] (and its successor CDNReaper
[85]) leverages the fact, that it is hard for an adversary
to opt-in for IP filtering to censor CDN hosted content.
This is because: (1) both censored and uncensored content is shared by the CDN infrastructure; IP filtering
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could inadvertently cause collateral damage by blocking the uncensored content as well. (2) It is hard for the
adversary to enlist all possible IP addresses associated
with the CDN hosted website, as the content is replicated on multiple front-ends spread across the globe. (3)
Mapping CDN front-ends to clients is highly dynamic
i.e., IP addresses of the front-ends that are returned to
the clients are updated every few minutes. It is hard
for censors to enumerate all IP addresses for a specific
censored content. As a consequence, censors can opt for
DNS manipulation for blocking censored content (i.e.,
it could respond with incorrect or bogon IP address for
the blocked websites). Thus authors propose, if a client
somehow learns a legitimate IP address located outside
the adversaries’ control (via an out-of-band channel), he
can access the website.
However, in an anycast CDN, all its front-ends (local as well as foreign) would use the same IP address.
Thus it could become trivial for the censor to blacklist the IP address (but at the cost of collateral damage). Further, anycasting often directs web requests to
a front-end likely in same country as that of client. This
could facilitate coercion by the censor on CDN provider
to restrict access to blocked content on front-ends within
its boundary, as already reported by the authors.
Domain Fronting [37] is a circumvention scheme that
hides the actual destination of a communication from
the censor. It leverages CDNs and cloud services that
host multiple domains behind common front-end servers
(e.g., Google App engine, Amazon Cloudfront etc.). The
apparent HTTPS communication of the client with a
popular site (the front-end), bears a request to the filtered domain in the HTTP Host field, hidden from the
censor by HTTPS encryption. The front-end on receiving the request, decrypts the HTTPS request, and forwards this request to a proxy server hosted on such
cloud services. The adversary can only inspect the innocuous HTTPS request header, which contains no information about the proxy server and thus keeps it hidden from the censor. Domain Fronting enables accessing
proxies hosted on cloud platforms and thus it can also
be used as an entry point to facilitate access to other
anti-censorship schemes such as Tor, Psiphon etc. For
instance, Meek [37] is a Tor pluggable transport [17]
which utilizes Domain Fronting to enable access to the
otherwise blocked Tor network. However, if the frontend of the CDN is located inside the censor’s boundary,
censor can coerce the CDN provider to abandon the
support for Domain fronting [1, 6, 15].
CovertCast [60] relies on sending the content of
blocked websites via popular real-time encrypted video
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streaming services (e.g., YouTube). It is believed that
censors are generally unwilling to block such services
en-masse. However, the authors acknowledge that the
censors may coerce the service operators to block specific accounts associated with CovertCast. Interestingly,
the presence of CDN hosted streaming sites located inside censorious countries, may facilitate such coercion.
Further, it must be noted that there exist other
recent peer-to-peer (p2p) circumvention schemes like
DeltaShaper [21], FreeWave [45], and SnowFlake [57]
etc. that sends web traffic over p2p systems like Skype.
The impact of traffic localization on such schemes is an
important part of our future work.

2.3 Geolocation Techniques
Existing methods for geolocating Internet hosts are
broadly classified as active and passive.
Passive methods mostly involve database lookups.
These databases (e.g., Maxmind [12]) are populated
from various sources like reverse DNS lookups, RIRs,
and ISPs [28]. Though widely used, these databases are
notoriously erroneous [40].
Active methods involve estimating geolocations
from RTT measurements. The initial efforts [62] involved mapping nodes with unknown locations (also
called targets), proximus to known locations. Later
approaches mostly relied on Internet multilateration
[42, 49, 75, 76]. They involve estimating the position of a
target host, using distance measurements from sufficient
number of fixed reference points. The process involves
plotting circles on the world-map with centers as the
reference nodes and the distances as the radii. We call
the region enclosed by such a circle as the Probe Coverage Region (PCR). In theory multiple PCRs should
intersect at exactly the target’s location. However, due
to measurement errors, rather than intersecting at one
point, they often form an intersection area (ref. Fig. 2).
The target possibly lies in this intersection region.
There are various ways for estimating the distance
a packet may travel. An example is the Speed of Light
(SOL) constraint. It is largely believed that packets on
fiber network cannot travel faster than two-thirds the
speed of light (c) [42]. This principle provides an upper
bound ((2/3)c ∗ OW D, where OWD is one-way delay)
on the estimated distance the packets may travel. These
distances may be used for multilaterating a target.
Constraint Based Geolocation (CBG):
For geolocating Internet hosts, direct application of SOL
constraint is not recommended. RTT (or OWD) is directly proportional to congestion (queuing delay). Even
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when geodesic distance between two hosts is small, RTT
between them can be large (due to congestion). However, SOL constraint being completely ignorant of such
factors, over-estimates the distance. Thus, Gueye et al.
[42] proposed Constraint Based Geolocation (CBG), to
incorporate these factors. It aims to compute distances
between reference nodes (in known locations) and the
target host, using RTT measurements. Assuming the
SOL constraint, CBG generates a “baseline” (ref. Fig.
1) depicting the linear relationship between delays and
distances, ignoring factors like queuing delays etc. Thus,
SOL almost always over-estimates the actual distance
a packet travels. Hence CBG, introduces a calibration
phase to compensate for queuing delays which is ignored
by the SOL constraint. In this phase, all the reference
nodes ping each other and generate a scatterplot between delay (RTT) and distance (distance to other reference hosts is already known). From this plot a “bestline”
is computed in a manner that: (1) All the data points
(RTTs) are above this line and (2) This line is closest
to all the data points in the plot (ref. Fig. 1). Distance
is estimated from RTT using the “bestline”, instead of
the “baseline.” This distance is always expected to be
less that what is estimated using the SOL constraint.

Fig. 1. Baseline and Bestline for a RIPE probe.

With reference nodes as centres and these distances
as radii, CBG creates PCRs on world map and computes the intersection region of PCRs. The target’s location is assumed to be the centroid of this intersection
region. Authors validated the locations predicted using
CBG against the ground truth — nodes (with known
locations) spread across US and Western Europe.

3 Methodology
Our research involved identifying what fraction of Alexa
top-‘n’ websites reside within (or outside) the said country using active geolocation techniques. Recently, Weinberg et al. [76] empirically demonstrated that CBG
outperforms other active methods like Octant [79] and
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Spotter [52]. Thus, we began by using CBG to geolocate Internet hosts. It is known that reference nodes far
from the target do not contribute much to the geolocation process [49, 76]. Thus, using recommendations from
previous efforts [76], we selected reference nodes in the
same continent as the target. However, our initial study
for geolocating RIPE nodes as targets (with known locations) resulted in large errors — upto 4000 kms. Similar errors (≈ 5000 km) were also reported by Weinberg
et al. [76]. Hence, to reduce such errors in geolocation,
we augment CBG by selecting reference nodes closer to
the target (likely in the same country). We call this approach as Region Specific CBG (R-CBG) and used it to
identify whether an IP address is positioned inside (or
outside) the desired geographic area.

3.1 R-CBG: Improving Accuracy of CBG
We now explain how we improved the geolocation accuracy for CBG using R-CBG. Further, we also explain
how it multilaterates anycasted IP addresses.
Our initial observation in geolocating RIPE probes
with CBG, resulted in large errors, even when reference nodes were selected in the same continent as the
target. Thus, we went a step ahead and individually selected the reference nodes, such that they were evenly
distributed and located either inside, or close to the geographic boundary, of the country under consideration.
This vital step resulted in high accuracy, predicting the
host as inside/outside the country.
As already mentioned in §2.3, to multilaterate an
IP address, the reference nodes create probe coverage
regions (PCRs) on the world map to produce an intersection region. The IP is expected to be located at the
the centroid of this intersection of PCRs. To correctly
identify, whether a node resides inside (or outside) the
country, we present the following four-point heuristic:
1. Intersection region of PCRs is completely within the
boundary of the country (ref. Fig. 2)1 .
2. Intersection region of PCRs cuts through the country’s boundary with centroid of region inside the
country.
3. Intersection region of PCRs cuts through the country’s boundary with centroid of the region outside
the country.
4. Intersection region of PCRs is very large and subsumes the entire country’s boundary (ref. Fig. 3).

1 The maps shown in all the figures are just for representation.
They do not represent the actual geopolitical boundaries of the
countries.
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If condition (1) or (2) holds good, R-CBG predicts the
target as an inside. Whereas if condition (3) or (4)
holds good, R-CBG predicts the target as an outside.
Rationale Behind Four-Point Heuristic: All multilateration approaches assume that the target IP is located inside the intersection region of PCRs. Thus, it
is obvious that if the entire intersection region is completely inside a given country, the target IP is also located inside, validating heuristic 1. Next, if the intersection region lies partially within the country’s boundary
with its centroid positioned inside the country, it implies
a large portion of the intersection region is located inside
the country. This further indicates that likely the target
IP is close to the border and hosted within the country,
supporting our heuristic 2. Similarly, if the centroid is
outside, likely the target IP is close to the border but located outside the country which is the rationale behind
heuristic 3. Lastly, heuristic 4 represents the scenario
where target is likely positioned very far from the country. This is intuitive — assuming that reference nodes
are located inside the country (e.g., India) and the target is located outside (e.g., SA), the radii computed will
be large for all the reference nodes, producing a large
intersection area (shown in Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. An IP address located outside India. The entire country
(India) is well contained in the intersection area.

anycasted sites). This helps serve web content through
redundant caches at various anycasted sites. Based on
the BGP policies of the client’s ISP, the web request is
redirected to any one of the sites (likely the closest).

Fig. 4. Detecting IP anycasting. Dots represent the RIPE probes
and circles represent the distance estimated to the IP address
based on speed of light constraint.

Fig. 2. IP address located inside India. The intersection area is
well contained within the country.

Further, to test our heuristics, we use R-CBG for
multilaterating RIPE nodes as targets, whose domiciles
were known apriori. We tested it for five countries viz.,
IN, IR, SA, BR and US. For each country, it resulted in
high accuracy in correctly disambiguating inside targets
from the outside targets. We present the details in §4.1.
Multilaterating Anycasted IP Addresses (within a
country): CDN providers like Cloudflare use anycast
architecture. In anycast, a particular IP prefix is announced from multiple geographic locations (called as

It is non-trivial to use native CBG, with globally
distributed reference nodes, for identifying if an anycasted website is located within a country or not. This
is because each reference node ends up probing the same
anycasted IP address, but at different sites. This results
in multiple non-intersecting PCRs on the world map
(ref. Fig. 4). Since, CBG predicts the location of target
as the centroid of the intersection region of PCRs, in
this case it fails due to the lack of such a region.
However, for R-CBG, we select the reference nodes
inside the country under consideration. Thus, applying
R-CBG to multilaterate an anycasted site might lead to
majority of reference nodes pinging the same host. This
would result in multiple PCRs forming an intersection
region. Thereafter the four-point heuristic is applied to
check if the target resides inside the country or not.
In cases where a single IP address is anycasted at
multiple sites within the same country (e.g., US), most
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the four-point heuristic, (ref. §3.1), to decide if the
target is positioned “inside” the country or not.

Fig. 5. A single IP address is anycasted at multiple locations
within US itself.

of the PCRs might not intersect (as shown in Fig. 5).
But, since majority of these circles are within the country’s boundary, we ascribe this IP address as “inside”.

3.2 Applying R-CBG for Different
Countries
We selected five different countries viz., IN, IR, SA, BR
and US for our analysis. Our goal was to identify what
fraction of Alexa top-‘n’ websites reside within these five
countries by using R-CBG. For each country under consideration, we enumerate the steps taken for the same:
1. We selected country specific Alexa top-1k websites,
resolved them from a RIPE node located inside the
country under consideration, and recorded their IP
addresses.
2. Next, we individually selected atleast 15 reference
nodes, such that they were distributed and located
either inside, or close to, the geographic boundary of
the country. (The rationale behind selecting atleast
15 reference nodes is further explained in §6.4).
3. The “bestline” (ref. §2.3) is computed using the
RTT between the reference nodes (probes) and their
(already known) geodesic distances. The probes
ping each other and the corresponding RTTs are
recorded.
4. Next, the reference nodes pinged the targets (i.e.,
Alexa websites), and the corresponding RTTs were
also recorded.
5. We use the “bestline” and the recorded RTT (from
the previous step 4) to estimate the distance between the reference nodes and the targets.
6. Using the reference nodes as centers and distances
as radii (from the previous step 5), PCRs are drawn
on world map. The intersection region of these
PCRs and its centroid is computed.
7. We use the intersection region of PCRs, the centroid
and the country’s boundary coordinates, along with

For cases where all PCRs do not intersect, we select
the intersection region formed by maximally intersecting PCRs. There are two possible explanations. Firstly,
a reference node experiencing heavy congestion may
underestimate the distance to the target, leading to a
smaller PCR [76]. Secondly, as already explained, this
may be a case where the target IP is anycasted within
the same country. Maximally intersecting PCRs make
R-CBG agnostic to such pitfalls.

3.3 Selection of Reference Nodes
We rely on RIPE Atlas for selecting our reference nodes.
It offers two types of nodes — anchors and probes. Anchors are stable machines that regularly ping one another. On the contrary, probes are machines which may
(or may not) be available all the time and might not
respond to ping requests. Hence, we preferred selecting anchor nodes. However due to their scarcity in our
tested countries, we also included a few stable probes.
While selecting probes we ensured the following: (i)
Assuming target is within the country, the probes are
evenly distributed, potentially surrounding the target.
(ii) The probes are stable and respond to pings. To select the stable probes, we pinged them from our university machine for one week. We tested their connectivity
5 times a day, each time with 5 ping packets. Those
probes which responded to more than 90% of the ping
requests, qualified as stable reference nodes.

4 Data Collection and Results
4.1 Validating R-CBG
The aim of R-CBG is to determine if a target IP address
resides in a country or not. To gauge its accuracy, we
compared the outcomes of R-CBG against the domiciles
of RIPE probes (known a priori). To that end, we first
individually selected reference nodes in and around the
country under consideration (ref. §3.3). Further, for the
targets, we considered all the RIPE nodes upto 5000 km
radius, from the country’s approximate geographic center. To check their connectivity we pinged all of them.
Those which responded were finally selected as targets,
with their domiciles as the ground truths. Overall this
ensured that we have sufficient targets both inside and
outside the country.
Following the steps mentioned in §3.2, we multilaterated these RIPE nodes (selected as targets). More
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Fig. 6. Fraction of websites located inside/outside Iran.

Fig. 7. Fraction of websites located inside/outside India.

Fig. 8. Fraction of websites located inside/outside Saudi Arabia.
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Fig. 9. Fraction of websites located inside/outside Brazil.

Fig. 10. Fraction of websites located inside/outside United States.

than 89% of these targets, were correctly classified by RCBG as inside (or outside) the chosen country. E.g., corresponding to US, we identified total of 879 RIPE nodes
(responsive to pings, and within 5000 kms), that were
selected as targets. Of these, 621 were hosted inside and
258 were outside. R-CBG correctly classified 617/621
nodes as inside, whereas 213/258 as outside. About 45
nodes which were actually hosted outside, were missclassified as inside. Most of these were located near the
border of US (either Mexico or Canada). We tested the
efficacy of R-CBG for each of the five countries under
consideration and obtained similar trend for all. The
Confusion Matrix is shown in Fig. 11.
Moreover, for a few university websites that we
know were hosted within the university itself, we attempted to multilaterate them with R-CBG. E.g. when
we selected www.columbia.edu as target and RIPE
probes in US as reference nodes, R-CBG predicted the
website to be hosted within the US itself. Later, when
we changed the set of reference nodes to be RIPE nodes
located in other countries (e.g., Brazil), R-CBG estimated the website to be hosted outside. We repeated
the same exercise for nine more university websites and
R-CBG correctly classified them inside/outside depending on the location of reference nodes.

OUT

IN

89.73

94.12

89.87

90.71

92.41

Fig. 11. Confusion Matrix for different
countries.

Caveat: For very small countries like Switzerland, RCBG might not result in high accuracy. This is because,
the intersection region formed by the PCRs would be so
large that it might always subsume that entire country,
irrespective of the location of target IP address (inside
or outside the country). This might violate the rationale
behind our four-point heuristics, for these small countries. Thus, before applying R-CBG to any new country,
its accuracy needs to be tested again.

4.2 Multilaterating Alexa Websites
Having established the accuracy of R-CBG, we used it
to test if a website is located inside the country or not.
Fig. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 show the fraction of websites that
are located inside and outside the country’s boundary.
E.g., for Brazil, we observed that ≈ 89% of Alexa top1k websites are located inside its geographic periphery.
Similarly, for Iran ≈ 66%, India ≈ 61%, Saudi Arabia
≈ 86% and US ≈ 92% of the websites were found to
be located inside. However it must be noted that, in
all the five countries, there were significant number of
websites (atleast 8% of Alexa top-1k websites) that were
certainly located outside the country’s boundary. Thus
clients residing in these countries may use such sites
with anti-censorship approaches like Decoy Routing.
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Interestingly, we also observed that the sites hosted
outside varied evenly in their popularity. E.g., in SA 8%
of the top-100 websites were found to be located outside. Similar trend was also observed for top 800-900
websites. Thus, selectively censoring the relatively less
popular sites may not significantly impact circumvention systems that rely on websites positioned outside,
however would hinder them.

4.3 Multilaterating Alexa Websites When
Resolved From Outside the Country
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from within the censorious country, and from a noncensorious foreign country. Scenario A is when websites
were both resolved and multilaterated from the said
country. Whereas, Scenario B corresponds to websites
being resolved externally, but multilaterated using reference nodes inside the country.
Ideally, the websites which were earlier ascribed as
inside the country (in §4.2), should have now been reported as outside. However, we observed no significant
differences. The total number of websites hosted inside
do not differ much in both the scenarios. E.g., in India
495/800 websites were inside in Scenario A, whereas
in Scenario B it was 438/800. This implies that either
majority of the websites were anycasted or non-CDN
hosted (positioned only at a single location) within the
bounds of the censor. This small difference (7.12%) is
likely due to DNS based CDNs (explained in detail in
the next subsection). Thus we now describe our approach to identify which type of CDN a website is using.

4.4 Identifying Type of CDN

Fig. 12. Number of websites located inside when resolved from
within and outside the country.

As already described, for majority of the websites a client obtains a corresponding IP address in its
own country (likely due to CDNs). This might render
anti-censorship approaches like Decoy Routing, Domain
Fronting, CacheBrowser etc. ineffective. However, it can
be argued that a client can still use these approaches, if
it somehow obtains IP addresses corresponding to foreign front-ends of the same Alexa website. E.g., if a
client uses such IP addresses for Decoy Routing, the
decoy routed packets may cross the country’s network
boundary, eventually being intercepted by the DR.
To obtain IP addresses outside the censor’s boundary, we individually resolved Alexa top-1k websites from
a host (we control) in an uncensored country (Ireland)
and recorded the IP addresses. Ideally these IP addresses should be located outside the censor’s boundary
and may be used by these anti-censorship approaches.
Thus, to test our hypothesis, we multilaterated the resulting IP addresses from each of these countries, choosing the original set of reference nodes positioned within
the said countries (as already mentioned in §3.3).
For each country, Fig. 12 represents the number of country specific Alexa top-n websites, identified to be hosted inside, when domains were resolved

Anycasted IP addresses are announced at multiple locations across the globe. Geolocating such IPs, using SOL
multilateration (ref. §2.3) would never yield an intersection of all PCRs. We use this observation to differentiate
between anycast and other forms of hosting. This observation holds valid because probe packets of different reference hosts would be routed to their likely closest anycasting site. Thereafter, by employing SOL constraint
one estimates maximum possible distance travelled by
a packet in the observed RTT. Using these distances to
multilaterate anycasted IP addresses would lead to zero
(or very few) overlapping circles (ref. Fig. 4).
To identify the different types of CDN hosting (for
the Alexa-1k websites), we selected 25 globally distributed RIPE nodes and resolved each of the websites
from them. A website that resolved to the same IP address across all the probes, was multilaterated using the
SOL principle. The presence of an intersection region
of all PCRs, indicates that the website is positioned at
only one location. The absence indicates anycast hosting. On the other hand, a website that resolved to multiple IP addresses from the different probes, very likely
uses DNS-based CDN. However, anycasting also allows
a site to have multiple IP addresses which may simultaneously be advertised from various geographic locations.
To differentiate the two, we randomly chose a single
IP address for all such websites, and multilaterated it
using SOL principle. Again, the presence of an intersection of all PCRs indicates that the IP is positioned only
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at one location, contraindicating anycasting, confirming
DNS-based hosting. Fig. 13 schematically describes the
approach. We further validate our CDN classification
scheme in Appendix A.2.
Nations

CDN
DNS

Non-CDN

ANYCAST

Hosted
In (%)

Hosted
Out (%)

Hosted
In (%)

Hosted
Out (%)

Hosted
In(%)

Hosted
Out (%)

IN

8.12

6.77

35.92

11.81

19.68

17.71

IR

1.31

2.42

11.78

15.01

52.87

16.62

SA

8.41

1.19

57.44

3.66

20.80

8.51

BR

9.36

2.07

52.88

2.72

27.97

5.01

US

14.97

3.49

56.31

2.67

20.62

1.95

Table 1. Type of CDNs used by Alexa top-1k websites.

Table 1 represents the type of CDNs a website
is using. Columns 1, 3 and 5 represent fraction of
websites located inside the country, whereas remaining
represent websites hosted outside (coloured as green).
Anti-censorship approaches (like Decoy Routing, CacheBrowser) require websites to be located outside the
censor’s boundary. However, websites using DNS-based
CDNs which are located inside (column 1) can also be
used for such purposes. These websites very likely have
front-ends spread across the globe. If a client (somehow)
obtains an IP address of a foreign front-end, its request
will cross the country’s boundary. Thus, websites using
DNS-based CDNs can also be considered as a viable
option for such anti-censorship approaches.

Resolve website from probes across the globe

1=

No. of
unique IPs?

Multilaterate the IP
(using SOL)

Yes

Non-CDN

All PCRs
intersect ?

>1

Multilaterate any 1 IP
(using SOL)

No

ANYCASTED

All PCRs
intersect ?

Yes

DNS

Fig. 13. Identifying type of CDN used.

Additionally, the Table 1 also explains the reason for
minor differences (e.g., 7.12% for IN) reported in Fig.
12. It corresponds to the fraction of websites using DNS
based CDNs, hosted inside. When websites are resolved
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from a foreign host would likely map to their respective foreign front-end IP address, while others (anycast
and non-CDN based) would not. E.g., the IP addresses
for 61.88% websites for India, when resolved internally,
were identified to be inside. This number dropped to
54.8% when these sites were resolved externally. This
difference is close to the fraction of websites using DNS
based CDNs (i.e., 8.12%), hosted inside.

5 Inferences From Results
5.1 On Internet Traffic Locality
Our results reveal that for five countries under consideration, 60%-90% of Alexa top-1k websites are located
within the country. Moreover, this trend remains same
for Alexa top-5k websites also (ref. §6.1). This traffic
localization could hinder powerful countries to surveil
transitory (or terminal) traffic of “underserved” nations.
For instance, for BR we found that 90% of Alexa
top-100 websites (ref. Fig. 9) are hosted within the country itself. However, Edmundson et al. [33] reported that
only less than 17% of Alexa top-100 websites are located
within BR. This can be explained as follows. Edmundson et al., rented VPSes in developing nations – executed traceroutes to top Alexa websites – converted IP
paths to country level paths (using Maxmind) – simply
reported the domicile of Alexa websites as the country
hosting the last IP addresses in the traceroute path.
Unfortunately, IP to country mapping is not trivial.
In general these databases rely on Internet routing registries and map the IP addresses to their corresponding
ASes and report the country of the IP addresses’ as the
country where the AS is headquartered. Further, IP to
AS assignment and geolocation databases are erroneous
and could lead to incorrect inferences [76], as acknowledged by authors themselves. Moreover, it is already
known that converting traceroute paths to country level
paths is not straightforward and could also lead to incorrect inferences [54, 55, 58, 59].
Additionally, the majority of these websites are
hosted on CDNs. Wohlfart et al., [78] recently revealed
that CDNs like Akamai have complex infrastructural
deployments. Their information is neither available in
publicly accessible BGP data nor could be captured by
active measurements like traceroutes. They reported
that Akamai have about 6.1k “explicit” peerings (standard peerings where Akamai is one of the two involved
peers) and about 28.5k “implicit” peerings (where neither of the involved peers is Akamai). These implicit
peerings of CDNs with different ISPs across the globe
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further complicates the IP to ASN (or country) mappings, as it becomes non-trivial to identify whether the
IP address (assigned to a CDN front-end) is owned by
the CDN or the ISP. Thus, we relied on R-CBG (a multilateration technique) to identify whether a particular
IP is located within (or outside) the given country. Since
this approach does not require information from any of
the third-party sources, the possible errors associated
with these sources would not impact our results.
As already mentioned, R-CBG classified majority
of the Alexa top-1k websites as hosted within the nation. However, it can be argued that even if websites are
located inside the nation, web requests may follow tromboning paths — paths that originate and end in the same
country, but transit a foreign country [33]. Our research
indicates that, even if tromboning paths exist, they are
rare. A packet following a tromboning path (relatively
longer path) would very likely result in higher RTT, in
comparison to a non-tromboning path [63]. Such high
RTTs would have resulted in wider PCRs, resulting in
large intersection regions. In such cases, R-CBG would
have incorrectly classified inside nodes as outside (ref.
point 4 of §3.1). But, this is not the case as R-CBG has
high accuracy (> 89%). E.g., in US, R-CBG correctly
identified 617 (out of 621) internal RIPE nodes. Such
observations likely indicate the absence of tromboning
paths. Moreover, they also convey that the client’s traffic is majorly localized in its own country, and rarely
follows a hierarchical path [39]. Thus, we believe that
CDNs have resulted in “Internet flattening”, also reported by others [32, 56].

5.2 Hindrances to Anti-Censorship
Decoy Routing: It assumes that there are some unblocked “overt” websites, located outside the censored
regimes. Thus, it is expected that when a client sends
web requests (carrying special steganographic tags) to
these “overt” websites, they cross the censors’ nation
boundary. En-route these requests are intercepted by
Decoy Routers (DRs), also positioned outside. Based
on the tags, the DR identifies the packets and diverts
them towards the intended “covert” destination.
Existing DR placement schemes [41, 44, 46] assume
that specially crafted web requests from DR clients destined to overt websites would cross censor’s boundary
and en-route intercepted by the DRs. However, traffic localization due to CDNs may inadvertently impact
such schemes.
In 2011, Houmansadr et al. [44], showed that DRs
placed in two tier-1 ASes could deliver DR service to all
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Internet hosts. Thereafter, Schuchard et al. [68] demonstrated how a sufficiently powerful adversary can change
its routing policies and simply route around ASes where
DRs are positioned. Later, Houmansadr et al. [46] reverted that such a move could be prohibitively expensive for an adversary. If DRs are placed in enough foreign
ASes they could completely intercept all network paths
originating from a censored country. For instance, cooperation of such 900 friendly foreign ASes could provide
DR services to all Chinese clients. Further, Gosain et
al. [41] proposed an improved placement strategy that
involves placing DRs in about 30 ASes of the globe. The
authors argued that these strategically chosen ASes intercept more than 90% of AS level paths from almost
all countries of the world.
Nevertheless, all these schemes assume that the
client–OD traffic crosses the censor’s network boundaries. Our results show that in majority of the cases
they do not. Front-ends of 61% − 92% of the country
specific popular websites are located within the client’s
own nation. This poses challenges for the placement of
DRs i.e., where to place DRs on the Internet.
It could be further argued that a local front-end
would eventually contact its backend CDN server [64],
requesting the content on behalf of the DR client. Thus,
the web request would cross the censor’s boundary and
might be intercepted by DRs. Indeed it is possible; however, for DRs to identify a legitimate DR request, it
should bear an embedded stenographic tag. But the web
request generated by the local front-end does not bear
this covert signature, as the front-end is agnostic to DR.
Furthermore, it must be noted that the fraction
of country specific Alexa websites (10%–40%), that
are hosted outside, could be directly used as overt
sites for DR. However, with the proliferation of CDNs
within ISPs and with relatively cheaper cloud infrastructure, more websites are being hosted on such platforms [29, 71]. Thus, following the current trend, the
websites that are presently hosted outside, might migrate to CDNs in near future. These websites could be
then hosted on front-ends within the censor’s boundary,
thus becoming unsuitable as overt sites for DR.
Future directions and challenges involved: We believe that in future, DR approaches like Slitheen [23],
Waterfall of Liberty [61] and Conjure [38] could be
further explored for circumvention. Slitheen and Waterfall of Liberty assume that a client would send a
DR request to an overt website (e.g., Alexa websites),
hosted outside the censor’s regime for signalling the decoy router. The usual response from these overt websites
bear URLs to additional (leaf) content such as images,
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videos and ads etc. The DR station then replaces the
leaf responses (corresponding to the requests to these
embedded URLs) with the censored content. In other
words, these schemes do not send specially crafted DR
requests to these embedded URLs.
As already mentioned, if the overt websites are
hosted on front-ends within censor’s jurisdiction, DR request would not be intercepted by the decoy router, and
it would cease to function. However, if the IP addresses
associated with the embedded URLs are hosted outside
the country’s boundary, these schemes in future could
be tailored to use them for sending the DR request as
well. Thus, DR request to these IP addresses may cross
the censor’s boundary and might not be impacted by
CDN traffic localization.
But, still there exist some additional concerns that
DR solutions (like Slitheen) need to address — i.e.,
what are the Alexa websites whose parallel connections
could be used for DR by the DR clients? Exactly how
many of these parallel connections terminate in frontends located outside the censor’s boundary etc.? We
attempted to answer these questions and present our
preliminary findings in §6.2.
Conjure [38], another novel DR scheme, involves
clients connecting to an IP address in the unused IP
address space of the friendly ISP (positioned outside
the censor’s boundary). The ISP’s network infrastructure mirrors this traffic to the DR station.
However, the initial registration step in Conjure requires the client to connect to an overt website hosted
outside the censor’s jurisdiction. It is only after this step
that the client derives an unused IP address to be used
for actual DR. Further, these websites must also be popular in the censored country else they could be easily
blocked by the censor. Moreover, if these overt websites
are hosted on CDNs, the traffic localization problem
may still persist.
Domain Fronting: A Domain Fronting (DF) client engages in an apparent HTTPS communication with the
front-end of a popular CDN [37]. It actually bears a request to the blocked domain in the HTTP Host field,
hidden from censor due to HTTPS encryption. The
front-end (inside the censor’s boundary) would forward
the requests to a proxy (hosted on such services) that
fetches the censored content for the client. However,
since front-ends are themselves located within the censor’s jurisdiction, censor can coerce the CDN provider
to halt the use of such circumvention techniques.
E.g., Telegram (a popular IM app) has been subjected to a stern censorship from Russian authorities
[65]. Thus, operators of Telegram resorted to use DF
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as a circumvention service, by relying on cloud services
provided by Google, Amazon and Microsoft. However,
it has been reported that Roskomnadzor (the Russian
authority managing censorship) has coerced them to
halt the use of DF [1, 6, 15]. Such instances back our
claim that censors can coerce CDN providers to adhere
to their specified policies regarding censorship, if they
want to expand their business within censor’s jurisdiction, hindering circumvention schemes like DF.
CacheBrowser: When clients access CDN-based web
content, the requests are generally directed to the closest front-ends (often located in clients’ country). However, Zolfaghari et al. [85] reported that powerful censors coerce CDN providers to filter content on front-ends
located within their boundary. CacheBrowser (and CDNReaper) aims to disrupt this dynamic. It involves direct communication with IP addresses of foreign frontends, rather than relying on regular DNS resolutions.
However, anycast CDNs assign the same IP address to
all their front-ends. Thus, for anycasted websites, it cannot be used; the request would never leave the clients’
countries. Thus, CacheBrowser can only be used to access websites that use DNS based CDNs. Our results reveal that only a small fraction of Alexa top-1k websites
rely on DNS based CDNs i.e., ≈ 11% (ref. Tab. 1).

Fig. 14. Type of CDNs used by potentially blocked websites.

But, it can be argued that a censor might avoid
blocking Alexa top-1k websites due to their popularity.
Thus, we also tested if CacheBrowser can be employed
for accessing potentially blocked websites (Citizen Lab’s
[5] country specific lists). It is evident from Fig. 14, that
majority of such websites (for all five countries) were not
using DNS-based CDNs2 , and thus may be inaccessible
using CacheBrowser. E.g., in BR, out of 2769 potentially
blocked URLs, CacheBrowser can only be used to access
about 525 of them (i.e., ≈ 18%).

2 The type of CDN was identified using the approach in §4.4.
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CovertCast: It relies on popular live video streaming services (e.g., YouTube) to secretly transport the
content of blocked websites to clients residing in censored regimes [60]. Popular streaming video services like
YouTube use CDNs and operate via front-ends (in censor’s boundary). Thus, the adversary might coerce these
services to stop support for CovertCast, particularly via
front-ends positioned within its control. In our results,
we observed popular live stream supported sites (e.g.,
YouTube, Facebook, Instagram) have front-ends hosted
within the countries under test.

6 Discussion
6.1 Analysis of Alexa top-5K Websites
In previous sections, we identified that majority of Alexa
top-1k sites were located within the nations under test.
However, one can question if our analysis holds good for
other Alexa websites as well. Thus we further attempt
to identify the locations of Alexa top-5k sites w.r.t the
individual countries.
The ideal case would have been to use R-CBG to
multilaterate each of these websites. However, the multilateration process is costly in terms of RIPE credits
and time consumption. In total we required multilaterating ≈ 25K websites. In the absence of sufficient credits, we abandoned this idea and relied on RTT as a
gross-metric to identify the location of these websites.
It must be noted that measuring RTT using ping reduces the credit requirement by more than 15 times in
comparison to running R-CBG for a single target.
Website Locality Using RTT Profiling: As already
described in §2.3, RTT by and large correlates to distance. For most of the Alexa top-1k sites, the ones
hosted inside have relatively smaller RTTs than those
hosted outside. E.g., Fig. 15 shows the distribution of
these RTTs, recorded using a single RIPE probe in
Iran. Evident from the figure, there are two distinguishable categories corresponding to websites located inside
and outside. Similar trends were also observed for other
countries (ref. Appendix A.1).
From such observations, we believe that RTT alone
can be used to determine whether websites are internal
(or external) to the nation. To correctly disambiguate
the two categories, we used Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier [72]. We provide a set of labelled data
points to the SVM classifier. The set contains Alexa
top-1k website labelled as inside or outside (outcomes
of R-CBG in §4.2) and their corresponding RTT values
obtained from the reference node. SVM then creates the
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Fig. 15. RTT scatter plot for a probe in Iran.

best possible line that divides the set of RTT into two
distinct categories — inside and outside. To test the effectiveness of SVM we used K-fold cross-validation for
a reference node [51]. It was then repeated for all reference nodes in a country. K-fold cross validation (K=5)3 ,
divides the samples into five equal sized partitions. Of
the five partitions, four are used for training, the remaining one is used for testing the classifier. The entire
process is repeated five times, selecting a different (nonrepetitive) testing partition in every iteration. Then, the
average classification accuracy (and corresponding standard deviation) of the five iterations is computed. For
these nodes the cross-validation process observed an accuracy of 85 − 99%, barring a few outliers4 .
Next, we computed the Coefficient of Variation
(CoV) for all the reference nodes. The reference node
with least CoV was considered as the most consistent
one. Finally, for every country we selected the most consistently accurate reference node for further analyzing
the locality of Alexa top-5k websites. Fig. 15 shows the
SVM line (threshold) for such a reference node in Iran.
Similar thresholds were also established for other nations (ref. Appendix A.1).
Fraction of Alexa Top-5k Websites Hosted Inside
(or Outside) the Country: We measured the RTT for
Alexa top-5k sites from the reference nodes with highest
consistency. Based on the previously trained SVM classifiers, we predicted what fraction of 5k websites reside
inside or outside for each country (ref. Fig. 16). By and
large the fractions of websites hosted inside remain the
same for both Alexa top-5k and top-1k. This yet again
dispels the notion of nation state hegemony (over transitory network flows) even for a larger set of websites.

3 K is generally selected as 5 (or 10), as these values have already been empirically shown to yield smaller bias [2, 16].
4 For each country, 2-3 reference nodes, yielded lower accuracy
(≈ 50 − 60%). This could be due to variable congestion experienced by these nodes, resulting in dramatic RTT variations.
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Additionally, this shows that most of these sites cannot
be used by anti-censorship systems like Decoy Routing.
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for India, we found that for 23 websites, the parallel
connections terminated outside, even when the original
web requests did not. We observed that most of these
websites resulted in very few parallel connection terminating outside the nation (mode 1, median 3). However,
for one particular website, this value was as high as 32.
In future, existing Decoy Routing systems can evolve to
make use of such embedded URLs (parallel connections)
as overt destinations.

6.3 Comparison With Popular Geolocation
Databases

Fig. 16. Alexa top-5k websites hosted inside the country.

Interestingly for Iran, a large fraction of the more
popular websites (ranked below 1k) were hosted inside,
while the less popular ones (ranked above 1k) were
hosted outside (ref. Fig.16). This behaviour can be explained as follows. From table 1, we observe that (1) majority (52.87%) of the Alexa top-1k websites used nonCDN infrastructure and were located inside, (2) only a
small fraction (≈ 13%) of Alexa top-1k websites used
CDNs and were also found inside. This indicates low
CDN presence inside Iran. Overall it implies that, more
than 65% of Iran’s popular top-1k websites websites are
hosted inside and a small fraction of these inside hosted
websites use CDNs. As a consequence, for less popular websites (ranked above 1k) running on CDNs, the
lack of internal front-ends may force requests to exit
the nation boundary. This is likely why we observe an
inversion in the trend.

It is known that popular geolocation databases are
prone to errors at city level. However, it is believed that
at country level they are relatively error free [47]. E.g.,
very recently Edmundson et al. [33], used Maxmind for
IP-to-country mapping. Using this they reported that
majority of the Internet paths (to Alexa top-1k websites) crossed the national boundary. We thus compared
the accuracy of Maxmind GeoIP2 database [12] with RCBG. To do so, we compared the country level information for Alexa top-1k sites (for each of the countries)
derived from the database, against the results obtained
by multilaterating with R-CBG. Our results show (ref.

6.2 Decoy Routing via Parallel (Leaf)
Web Connections
For all the countries we observed that a majority of the
web request (to Alexa websites) never crossed the nation boundaries. As already discussed, this may hinder
the functioning of anti-censorship systems like Decoy
Routing (ref. §5.2). Response for typical web requests
bear HTML code embedded with URLs for content like
CSS and images (required to render the pages). Web
browsers establish individual (parallel) connections corresponding to each of these URLs. Some of these parallel
connections may be utilized as overt destinations for Decoy Routing, if they terminate at IP addresses located
outside the censors’ control.
Most parallel connections do not cross the country’s boundary. For example, when we analyzed the web
transactions corresponding to Alexa top-100 websites -

Fig. 17. Comparison of Maxmind with R-CBG.

Fig. 17) that geolocating IP addresses of popular websites using Maxmind results in large errors. For instance,
in SA, Maxmind report less than 15% of the websites
to be located inside the country itself, whereas our algorithm ascribed 90% of them to be inside. This is because, often these databases rely on static annotations
[28], which map an IP address to the country where
parent AS is headquartered. Thus, relying on such information [33], to determine the country through which
traffic transits, seems inaccurate. Hence the notions that
“powerful” countries intercept large fraction of traffic
originating from underserved nations is unfounded.
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6.4 Selection of Reference Nodes
The accuracy of R-CBG depends on the number of reference nodes and their geographic proximity to the target. We chose the reference nodes within (or close) to a
country. Thus, selecting enough nodes ensured that the
targets were close to a considerable fraction. We empirically observed that atleast 15 nodes were required
in each of the countries for R-CBG to correctly multilaterate the target. Previous authors [42] however reported that about 30 reference nodes were required to
geo-locate (using CBG) the targets. But, they chose the
reference nodes at the continent level while we chose
within the country (closer to the target).

6.5 Selection of Target Websites
We selected country specific Alexa top-n websites
(n=100, 200...1000) for two reasons. Firstly, several anticensorship approaches like Decoy Routing rely on these
popular unblocked sites and require them to be positioned beyond the censors’ control. Our analysis aids
assessing the feasibility of using such systems in the nations considered. Secondly, these websites are a representation of the actual web traffic of users. Others such
as Cisco Umbrella [4] and Majestic Million [11] are derived from indirect sources like DNS queries and URLs
embedded in website ads, often rendered or accessed
without the users’ control. Our choices are in accordance
to recommendations by Scheite et al. [67].

6.6 Stability of our Results
Scheite et al. [67] report that list of popular websites
vary over time. Our measurements may be subject to
such variations. Thus, we repeated our experiments
for five consecutive months by selecting monthly snapshots of Alexa top-1k websites. As evident from Fig. 18,
the fraction of websites hosted inside roughly remained
same over the said period. On an average, the Alexa
ranks of about 812 websites consistently remained under 1k (across the five monthly snapshots).

7 Limitations and Future Work
We studied only a few countries which are known to
censor (or surveil) network traffic [7]. Further, R-CBG
requires about 15 probes in a geographic vicinity of a
country under study. Unfortunately, the RIPE nodes
are concentrated in EU and North America [14, 76]. We
thus chose countries where atleast 15 stable nodes were
available. We restricted our study to five countries as
our objective was to judiciously use the limited RIPE

Fig. 18. Location stability for Alexa top-1k websites.

credits5 . These countries represent a diverse distribution of Internet users — IN (≈ 560 M), US (≈ 292 M),
BR (≈ 150 M), IR (≈ 62 M), SA (> 20 M) [9]. Moreover, we also believe that these countries represent a
good representative set in terms of geo-political power,
Internet infrastructure and open communication.
It must be noted that we wanted to study other
well-known censors like China, Russia and Egypt etc.
But, due to the unavailability of stable nodes and limited RIPE credits, we excluded them from our analysis. Thus, validating our claims and observations about
other countries become an important part of our future
work. Furthermore, R-CBG can be used for studying
these countries as well; although its accuracy needs to
be calculated with the new set of reference nodes.
Lastly, we used country-specific Alexa websites for
our analysis as they represent the popular (unfiltered)
websites for a given country. However, the “actual” popular websites in repressive countries could be different from country-specific Alexa websites; they could be
blocked, and citizens would access them using VPNs etc.
Thus, they would not be listed in the top Alexa websites.
But, since the circumvention schemes considered in our
study (e.g., Decoy Routing) assume unhindered access
to popular unblocked websites, we used Alexa websites
in our study. However, in future, other lists of popular
websites [4, 11], could also be used for further validating
our claims.

8 Concluding Remarks
The proliferation of CDNs on the Internet, have brought
web content closer to the end-user. On the positive side,
it has improved users’ web experience. But on the negative side, this content “closeness” may enhance nation

5 The details on how RIPE credit system works can be found
at [13].
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states’ ability to coerce content providers for regulating
access within their own boundaries. To identify if a host
is inside or outside a nation, we re-engineered Constraint
Based Geolocation (CBG), a multilateration technique
and call it as Region Specific CBG (R-CBG). From our
tests (involving R-CBG) repeated for five months, we
identified that majority (61% - 92%) of popular web
content (Alexa top-1k websites) is located within the
nation states. E.g., in SA, ≈ 89% of SA’s Alexa top-1k
websites are hosted within the country itself.
The common circumvention solution involves proxy
based systems. Sadly, these often bear easily identifiable traffic signatures (e.g., IP address). Newer alternatives, like Decoy Routing, require access to popular website hosted outside the censors’ control. Unfortunately,
CDNs may hinder easy access to such websites. Our
heuristics classified majority of the Alexa top-1k websites as hosted on CDNs, within the clients’ domicile.
Interestingly, this trend persists for Alexa top-5k websites, when tested using a novel RTT based heuristic.
Thus, neither conventional (proxy based), nor heterodox
(relying on web traffic) approaches alleviate the predicament. However, a small, yet significant set of websites
(E.g., ≈ 20% in SA), are hosted outside the censors’
boundaries and may be used by such systems.

[9]
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A Appendix
A.1 RTT Profiles for RIPE Probes in
Various Countries
Figures 19, 20, 21, 22 represent the SVM line (threshold) for most consistent reference nodes in India, Saudi
Arabia, Brazil and Unites States.

Fig. 21. RTT scatter plot for a probe in Brazil.

Fig. 19. RTT scatter plot for a probe in India.

Fig. 22. RTT scatter plot for a probe in United States.

Fig. 20. RTT scatter plot for a probe in Saudi Arabia.

A.2 Validating our CDN Classification
Scheme
In §4.4, we explained our approach to identify different
types of hosting infrastructure being used by popular
Alexa websites (i.e., CDN or non-CDN).
We now describe how we additionally validate our
CDN classification scheme. It is already known that
Akamai uses DNS based CDNs [30], whereas Cloudflare uses anycast based CDNs [77, 78]. We leverage this
information to gauge the accuracy of our approach to
identify different type of hosting infrastructures. Our

classification approach would yield 100% accuracy, if all
the websites that are hosted on Akamai would be classified as, hosted on “DNS based CDN”, whereas websites
hosted on Cloudflare would be classified as hosted on
“anycast based CDN”.
To begin with, we obtained the names of the organizations of the hosting infrastructure (e.g., Cloudflare)
for Alexa top-1k websites, using Team Cymru’s [10] IP
to ASN mapping.
From ASNs we obtained their organization names
using Caida dataset [3]. Figures 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 depict the hosting infrastructure of country specific Alexa
top-1k websites. It is evident that popular CDNs like
Cloudflare, Akamai, Amazon, Google and Microsoft etc.
host a large fraction of these websites. E.g., Akamai
hosts ≈ 1.6% (i.e. 16) of SA’s Alexa top-1k websites,
while Cloudflare alone hosts more than 33% of them (i.e.
332). Using our method (ref. Subsec. 4.4), we classified
the 16 (out of 16) websites (that were hosted on Akamai) to be using DNS based infrastructure. Similarly,
among 332 websites hosted on Cloudflare, we correctly
identified 328 to be using anycast based CDN and only
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Fig. 23. Hosting Infrastructure of IN specific Alexa top-1k websites.

Fig. 24. Hosting Infrastructure of Alexa top-1k websites specific to IR.

Country

IN
IR
BR
SA
US

Cloudflare Websites
predicted as
anycast based (in %)
100
100
99.01
99.2
100

Akamai Websites
predicted as
DNS based (in %)
97.23
*
100
100
97.5

Table 2. Percentages of websites hosted on Cloudflare as anycast
based and those which are hosted on Akamai as DNS based.
(*) represents that for IR, none of the Alexa top-1k websites are
hosted on Akamai, and is thus not applicable in this validation
tests.

four to be using non-CDN infrastructure. We obtained
such promising results for other countries as well (summarized in Table 2). Thus, by leveraging the knowledge
that Akamai relies on DNS based CDN, and Cloudflare
uses anycast based CDN, we validate our CDN classification approach with more than 97% accuracy for all
cases.
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Fig. 25. Hosting Infrastructure of Alexa top-1k websites specific to Saudi Arabia.

Fig. 26. Hosting Infrastructure of BR specific Alexa top-1k websites.

Fig. 27. Hosting Infrastructure of US specific Alexa top-1k websites.
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